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Caught in the Whirlwind: Torture and Denial of Due Process by the Kurdish Security
Forces documents torture and widespread and systematic mistreatment of detainees at
Asayish detention facilities in the Kurdistan region of Iraq. The Asayish, security forces
of the two dominant Kurdistan political parties, function outside the control of the
regional government and hold hundreds of detainees, including many suspected of
terrorism-related offenses. The report describes the nightmarish legal limbo of those
detained by the Asayish. In the vast majority of cases that Human Rights Watch
investigated during trips to Asayish detention centers from April to October 2006, the
Kurdistan authorities had not charged detainees with offenses, brought them before an
investigative judge, provided a mechanism by which they could challenge their
detentions, or brought them to trial. The Kurdistan authorities recently made serious
efforts to improve the human rights situation of detainees in Asayish custody. Asayish
officials initiated a partial review of detainee cases, releasing several hundred
detainees, most of whom they had held without due process, and the regional
government has created two committees to investigate conditions at detention facilities.
These efforts have yet to translate into any discernible improvement for most detainees,
however, and fall well short of the independent and impartial judicial review of
detentions that Human Rights Watch has recommended as a matter of urgency.
Based on the premise that accountants often make finance unnecessarily confusing,
this no-frills guide will help small business owners see beyond the numbers and
translate financial statements into tangible business success. The author shows the
reader how to use key financial indicators as a basis for smart business decisions, with
a focus on companies in the range between start-up and $5 million in revenue. In a
humorous and conversational tone, Crabtree explains how even the most harried
business owners can use financial metrics to improve their bottom line. The author's
down-to-earth discussion includes many insights: Most business owners are probably
not paying themselves enough; Paying taxes can be a positive in accounting; A
company-wide salary cap can help immensely with personnel decisions. Additionally,
the numerous examples help readers see for themselves how following the author's
advice will have a direct impact on their profits.
The hands on the cover of this book are holding a sum of money. The image next to the
hands is larger. Why? Because, where your money is stored is more important than
what it earns. We have been led to believe that the more money we accumulate, the
more financially secure we are. However, which account those funds are in, may make
the difference between running out of money, and having more money than we need
during our retirement years. The accumulation phase of our life is only a portion of our
lifetime. When we really need the money, during the distribution phase of our lifetime,
there is very little guidance regarding how to spend your retirement funds. Confessions
of a CPA - The Capital Equivalent Value of Life Insurance, explains a strategy that
focuses on the distribution phase of our lifetime. Once you determine how much money
you want in retirement, only then can you determine how to accumulate it. This book
examines the entire process, beginning with the goal and then backing into how to
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achieve it. It also explains how you can transform your current nest egg, into a nest egg
that will spend as if it were three to four times as much as it's paper value indicates.
Confessions of a CPA - The Capital Equivalent Value of Life Insurance, explains why
this is true. It also explains what rate of return is necessary in any other investment to
approximate the economic value of a life insurance contract. When you get to the end
of this book, you may wonder why everyone is not applying this strategy. The simple
answer is that everyone who understands, does. Read the entire series, Confessions of
a CPA to fully understand.
Credit card expert Beverly Harzog shares how she went from being a credit card
disaster to a credit card diva. When Beverly got out of college, she spent the next 10
years racking up debt on seven credit cards. Credit card limits, she believed, were
merely “guidelines,” certainly not anything to be taken seriously...especially if she was
in dire need of a new pair of shoes. The fact that she was a CPA at the time adds an
ironic twist to the credit quagmire she slowly descended into. In Confessions of a Credit
Junkie, Beverly candidly details her own credit card mishaps and offers easy-to-follow
advice, often with a touch of Southern humor, to help others avoid them. In this muchneeded book, you’ll learn: How to use the Credit Card Personality Quiz to choose the
right credit cards The seven ways to use a credit card to rebuild credit How to get out of
debt using a balance transfer credit card—and pay zero interest while doing it Credit
card strategies to save a bundle on groceries, gas, and more Anyone in debt will benefit
from the down-to-earth, practical tips Beverly offers.
A question I get almost every day is: "why isn't everyone implementing the principles in
this book?" The answer to that question is that everyone who understands these
financial truths is implementing them. If you carefully read and absorb the financial
principles of life insurance uncovered in this book, you will understand as well. There is
a finite amount of knowledge that humans know about the universe. All of this known
information falls into three categories: First, there is a certain amount of information that
we know and that we are aware that we know. We could say that we are "consciously
competent" of this information. Second, there is a large amount of information that we
know nothing about. We know that there are certain fields or concepts "out there," but
we really don't know anything about them. We might say that we are "consciously
incompetent" of this information. The third category of knowledge represents
information we don't know, and we're not even aware that we don't know it. We are
"unconsciously incompetent" in these areas. It doesn't mean that the information
doesn't exist; it just means that we are currently unaware of its existence. As a result,
this information currently sits in our "blind spots." Just like in our cars, there are some
things we don't see that others do. But if we just turn our head 20 degrees, we will see
things we have never seen before. This book will help you to turn your head 20 degrees
and to discover something wonderful that you have never seen before. Victor Hugo
(author of Les Misérables) once said: "all the forces in the world are not so powerful as
an idea whose time has come."
Compound Interest, according to conventional wisdom, possesses seemingly magical
powers to build wealth. For the vast majority of us, however, the magic becomes a
shattering disappointment because we simply don't understand how wealth building
really works. Will Duffy clearly separates the fantasy from reality by laying out ten
financial truths that enable us to build and protect our wealth. "Will Duffy's '10 Financial
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Truths' expose the major practical flaws in the theory of compound interest. Now you
can recognize these pitfalls and roadblocks and change direction. This is the first step
towards receiving consistent positive returns over time. This is where true long-term
financial security begins." -from the Foreword by Ed Slott, CPA and New York Times
Bestselling Author "Fully understood and applied correctly, uninterrupted compound
interest is the Eighth Wonder of the World. The best part is that you can experience
uninterrupted compound interest in your life by following just a few easy steps, but very
few know what those steps are. Will Duffy hits the ball out of the park with these ten
enlightening truths about this foundational financial concept." -Bryan S. Bloom, CPA
and author of Confessions of a CPA - Why What I Was Taught To Be True Has Turned
Out Not To Be "Will Duffy has done a great job of helping you look at some partial
truths that are in the marketplace and gain "the rest of the story" so that you can make
better decisions with your own money." Kim D. H. Butler, Founder, Prosperity
Economics Movement Don't wait another day to regain control of your hard-earned
savings. Have you been kept in the dark about how wealth building really works?
Knowledge is power. The truth will set you free. This is not a game of chance, unless
you choose it to be. Take control of your financial plan today.
I. Introduction -- II. Recommendations -- III. Methodology -- IV. Legal framework -- V.
Ministry of Interior agencies and the Iraqi National Intelligence Service -- VI. Torture
and ill-treatment of members of political and armed groups -- VII. Arbitrary arrest,
torture and ill-treatment of criminal suspects -- VIII. Torture and ill-treatment of children
held in adult facilities -- IX. Medical examinations and investigation of torture complaints
-- X. Multinational force advisers and reform efforts -- Appendix -- Acknowledgements.
How many of us follow the same advice our grandparents followed: contribute whatever
we can to our 401(k) and hope it’s enough when the time comes to retire? Millions of
Americans did just that and in 2008, after years of saving the conventional way, the
market crashed and took their entire nest egg, seemingly overnight. Josh Jalinski, host
of the popular Financial Quarterback™ radio program, offers his proven system for a
SWAN (sleep-well-at-night) retirement that works for people in all stages of their
careers. Retirement Reality Check challenges fifty years of conventional retirement
planning with fresh strategies tailored to today’s volatile economic climate: The old
warhorse 401(k) is great but nowhere near enough for most retirees and definitely not
reliable. It’s okay to spend some of your IRA money before you are 70½. You can
spend a lot more than 4 percent a year of your savings when you retire. Don’t shun
annuities and whole life insurance policies; use the right ones and use them cleverly.
Retirement should be a time to enjoy family, friends, and travel, without worrying about
your financial security. Josh Jalinski shows you how to maximize your retirement
spending, while still having something to leave behind to your loved ones and favorite
causes. It’s time create a new paradigm, one that will stand up against market volatility
and be there when it’s time to enjoy the years you worked so hard for. Do you have
enough saved to enjoy your retirement? Will you be able to fund your bucket list? Are
you prepared to for the tax increases and medical bills that come with retirement? In
this practical new guide, Jalinski guides you through his proven system for planning for
a secure retirement that lets you enjoy your money, including: Tax-saving strategies to
maximize the amount of money you have available to spend on experiences, travel,
and expenses Understanding the right investment mix, depending on your individual
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circumstances How saving cash and different life insurance options help you weather
volatility and ensure you can pass wealth on to family members
A fiction book about a husband who takes advantage of his wife and the financial ruin
she experiences.
Emergency Courts - Andreas Zimmermann
"Mark Edward is an equivocator, fibber, and mountebank. Which begs the question: if a
liar admits to lying, can he be telling the truth? He is a literate, informative, intellectual,
a student of the psychology of humans, a foe of those who would defraud the public for
personal gain, and as an author and practicing psychic, he is first and foremost an
entertainer."—Joel Moskowitz, International Brotherhood of Magicians Mark Edward
admits that for years he exploited believers who wished to connect with supernatural
ideas and sad family members who missed dead loved ones. Now Edward is a
magician who works the Haunted Castle in Hollywood and is also on the editorial board
of Skeptic magazine, where he reveals the means of psychic scamsters. This
entertaining book is at once a confessional and instructional regarding human belief
and those who exploit it. Though Edward believes that most practitioners of the psychic
business are out-and-out scam artists, he also counters the skeptic belief that the
supernatural is a lie. Both skeptic and skeptical of skepticism, Mark Edward has worked
as a 900-number psychic, ghost hunter, and Hollywood Magic Castle medium. He has
also worked vigorously to debunk psychic frauds and currently works on the editorial
board of Skeptic magazine.
Girolamo Zanchi’s De religione christiana fides offers an insight into his mature
theology and reflects the development of Reformed dogmatics and polemic more
generally in the late 16th century. It therefore provides an interesting picture of the
theology of a whole era.
Public law
She's small-town business. He's Manhattan high finance. Together they ignite in a
novel about unexpected love and danger by Nancy Herkness, award-winning author of
the Wager of Hearts series. New Jersey bookkeeper Alice Thurber has a carefully
constructed risk-free life. Everything in perfect balance. Until little discrepancies show
up in her clients' accounts. Most would ignore it. Not the impeccably precise Alice. In
desperation she reaches out to a high-powered consulting firm for help. New York
City's movie-star handsome financial wizard Derek Killion reaches back. All he has to
do is smile and Alice's fantasies stir. A girl can dream, can't she? A cofounder of KRG,
Derek's promise is to advise small-business owners in trouble. He never guessed that
assisting the diffident but sexy Alice would be so captivating and make it so hard to
keep his desires in check. But just as intriguing is the alarming puzzle behind the
computer glitch that's unsettled his client. As the investigation unfolds, they must also
confront an attraction too palpable to ignore. Every new dark twist they follow is only
bringing them closer together--in passion and in danger.
America's elite have been using cash value life insurance to stockpile wealth for centuries.
Used correctly, it is better described as a personal bank on steroids, and a financial bunker for
tough times. To be clear, this book is not about the typical garbage peddled by most insurance
agents. Rather, an alternative to the risky investment strategies taught by Wall Street. It details
a highly efficient form of cash value life insurance designed to supercharge your savings and
stockpile wealth. A product so powerful it's responsible for the success of Walt Disney, JC
Penney, Ray Kroc, and thousands of others. Here's what you'll discover: How the wealthy use
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this vehicle to create more wealth, take less risk, and create predictable income down the road
Why banks and corporations place billions of dollars in this powerful vehicle How I earned over
300 percent returns leveraging my life insurance policies How you can create a safe,
predictable foundation to enhance every financial decision you make How to win with taxes
and keep more of the money you make While the information compiled into this book is
valuable, you'll also find three case studies that show you exactly how it works. You'll be able
to visually see how it grows, how it's accessed, as well as the future income that can be taken.
______________ Influencers of this book are Nelson Nash, his book "Becoming Your Own
Banker: Unlock the Infinite Banking Concept"; Pamela Yellen, her book "Bank on Yourself";
Dwayne Burnell, his book "Financial Independence in the 21st Century - Life Insurance * Utilize
the Infinite Banking Concept * Compliment Your 401K - Retirement Planning With Permanent
Whole Life versus Term or Universal - Create Financial Peace"; and my Father Dan
Thompson, and his book "The Banking Effect: Acquiring wealth through your own Private
Banking System." I was introduced to these financial strategies at a young age, and this is
book represents the effort and energy on both the part of everyone of my mentors, these
authors here, as well as my own diligence in learning about and implementing these very same
strategies into my personal finances. This book is designed to simplify some of the concepts
surrounding cash value life insurance, such as Infinite Banking and Bank on Yourself, and
make them easier to understand, stripping them down to the core benefits of cash value life
insurance.
Twelve years ago, Richard Yancey answered a blind ad in the newspaper offering a salary
higher than what he’d made over the three previous years combined. It turned out that the job
was for the Internal Revenue Service -- the most hated and feared organization in the federal
government. So Yancey became the man who got in his car, drove to your house, knocked on
your door, and made you pay. Never mind that his car was littered with candy wrappers, his
palms were sweaty, and he couldn’t remember where he stashed his own tax records. He was
there on the authority of the United States government. With "a rich mix of humor, horror, and
angst [and] better than most novels on the bestseller lists" (Boston Sunday Globe),
Confessions of a Tax Collector contains an astonishing cast of too-strange-for-fiction
characters. But the most intriguing character of all is Yancey himself who -- in detailing how the
job changed him and how he managed to pull himself back from the brink of moral, ethical, and
spiritual bankruptcy -- reveals what really lies beneath those dark suits and mirrored
sunglasses. This P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages of insights into the book, including
author interviews, recommended reading, and more.
Some people are born boring. Some live boring. Some even die boring. Fred managed to do
all three, and when he woke up as a vampire, he did so as a boring one. Timid, socially
awkward, and plagued by self-esteem issues, Fred has never been the adventurous sort. One
fateful night - different from the night he died, which was more inconvenient than fateful - Fred
reconnects with an old friend at his high school reunion. This rekindled relationship sets off a
chain of events thrusting him right into the chaos that is the parahuman world, a world with
chipper zombies, truck driver wereponies, maniacal necromancers, ancient dragons, and now
one undead accountant trying his best to "survive." Because even after it's over, life can still be
a downright bloody mess.
Anatomy of a False Confession goes inside the interrogation room and explains how
government agents got Brendan Dassey to falsely confess to murder; how the prosecutor used
that confession to win a conviction; why the conviction was reversed (and why the reversal was
later reversed); and how the law should be reformed to avoid future injustices.
Is it your intention to be debt free, or have more money Learn the same financial principles the
wealthy use to get all the big buildings while we have all the little ones. It's interesting, the only
way to get approved for a loan, is to prove you don't need one. We are brainwashed into
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believing we have to pay off all our loans before we can become successful. But why? Who is
teaching this? I believe it's the big banks and financial institutions who teach us to be debt free
before saving for ourselves, and their agenda is very clear; get all of our money as fast as they
can. This book exposes the truth behind how banks actually make money. It will show you the
difference between compounding interest and amortized interest. You will learn the difference
between the types of debt; the good, the bad, and the ugly. It will give you the tools necessary
to create your own wealth, and if you do it correctly, with as little risk as possible.
In this book, Premium Financing experts Darren Sugiyama and Jeff Faine transparently
discuss all the risks that come with traditional premium financing, including borrowing rate
increases, index volatility, and negative interest arbitrage liability. In an industry that has
become controversial due to over-leveraged programs and interest accrual schemes,
Sugiyama and Faine have gained a notorious reputation for being industry disruptors, and
being the most conservative and transparent premium financing intermediaries in the industry.
Their proprietary premium financing programs - ""Leveraged Index Arbitrage"" and ""Leveraged
Dividend Arbitrage"" - are two revolutionary methods of financing life insurance premiums that
eliminates collateral liability and protects the client against adverse market conditions. Their
firm Lionsmark Capital has built a platform that consists of proprietary lending parameters
utilized by five publicly traded banks, one privately held bank, and eleven life insurance
carriers.
In Confessions of a Financial Planner: How to Get Great Advice & Avoid Financial Scams,
author and adviser, David D. Holland, demystifies the process of choosing an investment
adviser or planner. He also raises the red flag in an effort to expose those who could
potentially bring financial harm. Filled with David’s practical insights from 20 years of financial
services experience, this book provides plain English answers to critical questions, such as:
How do I find the best adviser for me? What questions should I ask? How do I know an adviser
has my best interests at heart? How can I lessen my chances of becoming the victim of a
financial scam?
Shortlisted for the Political Books Awards ‘Best Parliamentary Memoir 2018’ Austin Mitchell is
a political maverick. For thirty-eight years he was a fly in the parliamentary ointment, a
recurring itch on the body politic. A maverick may annoy the whips, threaten party discipline
and challenge the solemnities of Parliament. Troublemakers they may well be, but the
Commons would certainly be a duller place without them. However Mitchell’s dissidence
wasn’t all bitterness without volume control. Rattling the cage, swimming against the tide,
pursuing honourable causes and, of course, fighting for his constituency, Grimsby, proved a
rewarding career in itself. Confessions of a Political Maverick succeeds in uncovering the
realities behind the pretentious parliamentary facade of tradition and the stuffy complacency of
Britain’s failing political class. Dissenting from the peculiar and highly particular conformity of
career politicians dedicated to climbing the greasy pole can be a lonely role, but it can also be
fun. It certainly was for Austin Mitchell.
Why do some people seem to have the "Midas Touch" while others seem to self-destruct
financially? There are some specific reasons. In researching successful people from the past
and the present, Dr. Tomas McFie has discovered that financially successful people have three
common traits: 1) A strong desire to win, 2) A solid realization that they are determined to win,
and 3) A spirited discipline which affords them to win. Anybody who adeptly appreciates these
three traits and appropriately applies them becomes successful. There is really only one
drawback and that is this: Most people tend to do what everybody else is doing. Therefore,
these traits which successful people diligently discipline themselves to apply elude most
people. Your Financial G.A.M.E. is about success and significance, both of which are noble
goals. Understanding how to create a concise G.A.M.E. (Guaranteed, Available, Manageable,
Equity) plan will put you on track to winning YFG. You will never be guilt-ridden or shamePage 6/9
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faced believing that your wealth is acquired at the expense of other people when following the
course McFie outlines here. Instead, you will become an inspiration, encouraging and enabling
others because of the success and significance you are achieving in YFG. Using powerful
historical examples of men and women who are in the financial Hall of Fame, this book
contains the financial moves you need to be familiar with in order to win YFG.
Is life insurance a bad investment? Don't I lose all my cash value when I die? Shouldn't I just
make a bundle and invest it instead? What about my spouse or my kids-do they need life
insurance? Can I borrow money from (or is it against?) a life insurance policy? My insurance
advisor told me one thing about insurance, but my financial planner gave me different advice,
and an expert on TV said something else entirely. What do I do now? Help! Every day, people
like you and me run into questions like these-and no good answers. The truth about life
insurance is that myths, misunderstandings, and even outright lies cause a lot of uncertainty
around what it is, how it works, who needs it and when, and-most importantly-the great
benefits it can bring to your life. This book is here to clear up all that confusion. With combined
experience of over fifty years in the life insurance industry, Kim Butler and Jack Burns know
what's true and what isn't. They've seen what works and what fails. They've lived through
every success and failure the industry can throw at them. And they're fed up with seeing smart,
well-meaning people fall for costly half-truths and mix-ups because they just can't find the right
information. Busting The Life Insurance Lies takes the 38 biggest, loudest myths around life
insurance and breaks them wide open. Whether you're wondering if life insurance is right for
you, wanting to understand how it can help you while you're still alive, or even an insurance
advisor yourself, this book will guide you to the answers you need to make the clearest, most
informed decision-one you'll feel good about for the rest of your life.
Life insurance is one of the most difficult assets to value. It's value is not just it's cash value,
nor is it's value just it's death benefit. It is both.But how do you calculate the value of both at
the same time?The Capital Value of Life Insurance describes how this calculation is made.It
was developed by Bryan S. Bloom, CPA
Struggling through adolescence, after her mother's early death, with what she perceived as
emotional abandonment by a distant father, Danner acted out a social script involving servants
and private schools in the South, an elite Northern college, and extensive travel abroad.
Kate Reddy is counting down the days until she is fifty, but not in a good way.
Confessions of a CPAThe Capital Equivalent Value of Life Insurance
Private placement life insurance (PPLI) was once the exclusive domain of wealthy investors
willing to tackle the logistical challenges of the offshore insurance market. The investment
portfolio, tax, and estate-planning applications, and ongoing investment potential of these
policies made the effort worthwhile. In recent years, though, a number of U.S.-based insurance
companies have developed similar policies that meet all U.S. insurance, investment, and tax
regulations. PPLI is becoming a fundamental component of effective tax, trust, and estate
planning, but few sources have been available to detail the best practices—until now. The PPLI
Solution can serve as a resource for effective execution. Written by leading practitioners, the
book will position advisers to capitalize as PPLI expands further into the high-net-worth market
and becomes available to individuals with an investable net worth as low as $1 million. Few
investors—whatever their net worth—will want to venture into the PPLI market without guidance.
The PPLI Solution addresses the needs of investment managers, consultants, attorneys, and
accountants who want to achieve the broad understanding of PPLI's applications required of
those providing advice. It can serve as an authoritative source for anyone—including
investors—seeking to know more about PPLI’s nearly perfect tax efficiency, solid creditor
protection, and powerful means of creating wealth.
Wealth advisors looking to gain a better understanding of the proper selection, use, and
management of life insurance agree The Wealth Advisors Guide to Life Insurance is the
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concise handbook they have been looking for. As one advisor said, it "deserves a place in
every wealth advisor's reference library.” Easy to read the book “takes a complicated subject
and makes it easy to digest.” Written by an industry expert who has managed life insurance for
fiduciaries nationwide for over a decade, the book will be an “essential resource” for you
providing the knowledge you need to help your clients maximize the benefits of life insurance.
As one industry expert said after reading the book…”there are other fine books on life
insurance…but none as concise and readable.” For more information about the book and its
author, you can visit MichaelBrohawn.com.
Life is miserable for Hitesh Shah, despite his coveted job in a top accounting firm. Labeled a
nerd by colleagues, ignored by women and rebuked by parents, Hitesh cannot resist when
offered a lucrative job as the CEO of an off shoot of the failing automobile company, Supreme
Motors. So what if the owner Venugopal Reddy, a sleazy businessman with political
connections, actually wants Hitesh to fix the company to save his skin. Hitesh's drive and quest
for success helps turn the Company's fortunes around; he is seen a rising corporate star, he
begins dating a model and is pampered by parents. Championed as the poster boy of
emerging India, Hitesh's fairy tale ends quickly. As his cursed luck would have it, he is soon on
the run from the law, allegedly as the perpetrator of a financial scam and accused of
defrauding thousands of investors! With his back against the wall, and growing public and
media opinion against him, will Hitesh come out of the mess he finds himself in.
This IS NOT a boring discussion of life insurance written for actuaries, accountants and
attorneys. Instead, it's a collection of love stories told through the words of husbands and
wives, moms, dads, and their families of how each was forever impacted by an act of love
demonstrated through the simple purchase of a life insurance policy. Important lessons are
woven through these real stories, instead of imaginary accounts where everything goes right
and there's always a happy ending. Sometimes life is difficult, but a disciplined thoughtful
approach may prepare your family to preserve their respect and dignity even during the most
challenging circumstances. These stories share the pain, anxiety and joy experienced by loved
ones while illuminating the tools that you can use to take charge of your own financial life for
the certainty and security for those you love. As you read "Investments Don't Hug," have a
highlighter nearby to mark important passages, and a pen at hand to make notes within the
margins of its pages. It's also wise to have a box of tissues close by, as you pause to take in
the emotional significance of its message through the tears shed by the narrators and the
author. An important virtue will come through loud and clear; expressing love for your spouse
and love for your children by taking the important steps to insure that your love will continue
on, by protecting and sheltering the lives of those you love from the financial losses that often
occur by your own death. This journey takes you through the lives of couples and their families
while providing gentle lessons on how life insurance actually works, how much you may want
to own and what type you may wish to purchase. Mark Bertrang, CLU(R), ChFC(R) is the
creator of the Financialoscopy(R). As a professional communicator, broadcasting was his first
career, but for more than a generation Mark has communicated the message of financial
security. Engaging audiences at financial conferences and industry meetings throughout the
country provides an outlet to share his passionate message. His desire is for all advisors to
serve their clients with the same passion, gentleness and care. Bertrang's practice centers on
listening-believing that to truly understand a client takes more than a spreadsheet of numbers.
Engaging a person's values, passions, and fears is often the most important part of achieving
measurable success for families. It is Bertrang's belief that the life insurance contract is a 'love
covenant' put into a written document that allows your love to act as the foundation to continue
beyond death.
New York Times bestseller Do you know what your retirement account will be worth on the day
you plan to tap into it? Do you know what the tax rates will be for the rest of your life? Do you
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know how long you're going to live? Most people have no clue...and that's the problem with
conventional financial planning: It's based on things you can't predict or control. Wall Street lost
more than 49% of the typical investor's money – twice – since the year 2000. And studies show
that because they followed the conventional wisdom, almost half of all Boomers won't have
enough money to cover even basic living expenses during their retirement years. Now the
financial gurus whose advice got you into this mess in the first place are telling you to "take
more risk," "work till you drop," and "plan on spending less in retirement." Don't let them fool
you again! In The Bank On Yourself Revolution, financial security expert Pamela Yellen details
how hundreds of thousands of people of all ages and incomes have bucked the system to
secure their families' financial futures without gambling in the Wall Street Casino or taking any
unnecessary risks. You'll discover a proven step-by-step plan for growing your wealth safely,
predictably, and guaranteed every single year – even when the markets are tumbling. And
you'll learn how to bypass banks, credit card and financing companies to become your own
source of financing for cars, vacations, a college education, business expenses and other
major purchases. The Bank On Yourself Revolution isn't a "get-rich-quick" scheme; it's about
having real wealth and financial security for as long as you live. You can finally know how
much money you'll have next year, in 10, 20 or 30 years – and at every point along the way.
Join the Revolution and take control of your own financial future!
Having come of age on the mob-controlled streets of 1960's South Philly, Detective Mike
Coletti learned early to walk the fine line between cops and criminals. That skill served him well
during his thirty-one years in homicide. But it never stopped the nightmares. The screams in
the sanctuary still haunt him, the sound of the gunshots still torment him, and the truth of the
Confessional Murders still speaks to him, if only in his dreams. Now, on the eve of Coletti's
retirement, the priest whom he arrested for the decade-old crime is about to be put to death,
and in one final nightmare, Coletti clearly sees the truth. The priest is innocent, and it all comes
to light when the real killer reemerges and embarks on a killing spree that turns Philadelphia
upside down. To set things right and stop the execution of an innocent man, Coletti must catch
a mysterious killer who now calls himself the Angel of Death. As the chase winds through art
galleries and gritty streets, ancient prophecies and holy ground, the game intensifies, cultures
collide, and Philly's best detective is forced to face his nightmarish past—a past that could very
well destroy him.
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